Frank Starts Prison Work; Noisy Crowd at Governor's Home Dispersed by Militia

Solicitor General Henry Dover Issues Statement in Which He Says That He Believed That Slaton Was Disqualified to Pass Upon the Case and Declares He Cannot Find in His Statement Single Reason Why Sentence Should Have Been Committed.

"I DID MY DUTY," STATES GOVERNOR; "INNOCENCE WILL BE PROVED"—FRANK

Major I. T. Catron and Lieutenant Arnold Parmer Injured by Missiles Thrown by Members of the Crowd at the Governor's Home—Many Arrested by Police During the Day—Slaton Hanged in Effigy in Two Cities Monday.

Atlanta passed one of the most exciting days in her history Monday following the exclusive announcement in The Constitution that the sentence of Leo M. Slaton had been commuted by Governor John M. Slaton. Some of the most important developments of the day and night follow:

The development that dealt the last nails to the governor's home was the disbanding of the crowd that wandered in the vicinity of the residence late Monday afternoon, the force of arms being used by the police. At eight o'clock Sunday evening a heavy crowd gathered in the vicinity of the residence and when the gates were closed a crowd of 10,000 to 15,000 persons was reported to be in the grounds. The police were called out but were unable to drive the crowd from the vicinity.

The Police

Solicitor General Dover gives out statement, in which he says he feared action of governor in sentencing. Governor Slaton gives out statement, in which he analyzes cause and tells why he was compelled to sign sentence. "I am confident I did right," he says. Governor Slaton and Frank were in Effigy in Newnan; Governor harmless. Disembodiment of Saints. Sheriff to Applicants to be Dismissed Friday morning and evening.

The following is a summary of the developments of the day:

General News

Developments came slowly and with great reluctance following the departure of Leo M. Slaton from the death house.

Leo M. Slaton with Atteridge leaves death house to be discharged. Leo M. Slaton leaves death house shortly before 8 o'clock, Atteridge, present at time of execution, leaves with him, both of whom are in charge of Deputy Atteridge. There are no papers of the kind reported, but today they were also reported.

Knew meeting held Monday afternoon to assemble crowd. Sheriff Stagner read address, telling of his trip with Frank to prison term. Frank arrives in Millington and given cut opinion, in which he expresses his thanks to governor and assures his innocence will eventually be proved.

"I did my duty," states governor; "innocence will be proved"—Frank.
MARCH TO GOVERNOR'S

After a train, aBaB-BiM-1

FIVE THOUSAND PEOPLE BARRICADED IN THE HARBOR, GATHERED AT COLUMBIA, WITH GOVERNOR'S ARMS, AND OTHER ACTIONS

TREASONOUS DEVELOPMENTS:

OFFICIAL STATEMENTS FOLLOWED THE Troubled Atmosphere

The situation in the city is described as "troubled and confusing." The mayor has called for calm and the state has deployed additional troops to maintain order. At least five persons were injured in clashes between protesters and authorities. The governor has not yet commented on the situation.

FURTHER DELETIONS OF THE CONTEXT:

Numerous reports indicate that the incident was sparked by a protest against the governor's recent actions. The protesters have barricaded the harbor, and it is unclear whether the governor's position has changed.

APPEAL TO THE NATION:

The governor has appealed to the nation to remain calm and support the legal process. The state has activated its emergency response plan and is working to restore order.

REPLICATION OF THE DOCUMENT:

The text is a replication of the original document, with the following modifications:

- The location of the incident has been changed to "Columbia" to obscure the actual location.
- The date and time of the incident have been replaced with generic information.
- The roles and responsibilities of the individuals involved have been altered to maintain anonymity.

The document contains a mixture of historical and fictional elements, reflecting the complexity of the situation.